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We study here the structure of the coordinatizing loops of Hall Triple Systems 
which are Steiner Triple Systems, other than afline geometries, in which every plane 
is an affine plane. These loops are necessarily non-associative commutative 
Moufang loops of exponent 3 and we concentrate on those which involve the least 
complicated computations, namely, those having central nilpotence class 2. After 
presenting introductory material from Bruck’s theory of loops we determine 
precisely the structure of finitely generated commutative Moufang exponent 3 loops 
of nilpotence class 2 in terms of a very useful representation. We then give a 
general method of constructing such loops; and since the triple systems can always 
be recovered from the loops, this enables us to construct many new Hall Triple 
Systems. These designs are particularly interesting since they are the only known 
‘non-classical” perfect matroid designs. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
A Hall Triple System (HTS) is a Steiner Triple System (STS), other than 
the point-line incidence structure of an affine geometry over GF(3), with the 
property that all its planes are 9-point affine planes of order 3. HTS’s are 
named for Marshall Hall, Jr., who in 1960 constructed the first one (see [9]). 
Hall’s design has 81 points and is the unique HTS of minimum size. 
These geometries are of great interest because they are the only known 
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examples of perfect matroid designs (PMD’s) other than the classical 
projective and affine geometries over finite fields and the t - (v, k, 1) designs. 
A PMD is a finite simple matroid with the property that all the flats of a 
given rank have the same cardinality. (PG(m, q) and AG(m, q) have rank 
m + 1, t - (v, k, 1) designs have rank t + 1, and HTS’s have rank 4.) The 
following result of Edmonds and Young (see [23]) shows that PMD’s 
possess the same complete regularity as the projective and affine geometries 
and so are indeed an appropriate generalization of them. 
THEOREM 1.1. If A4 is a rank n PMD then for all integers i, j, and k 
with 0 < i < j < k < n, for any rank i flat I and any rank k flat K with 
I G K, the number of rank j flats J with I z J G K is t,(i, j, k), a number 
depending only on i, j, and k and not on the particular choice of I and K. 
As PMD’s occur as possible extremal configurations within certain classes 
of designs (see [7]), produce derived designs some of which are new in terms 
of their parameters (see [23]), and have many additional properties which 
have been studied (see [ 15]), their construction is of much interest. Our 
results in Section 5 include the construction of infinitely many new HTS’s 
which in addition admit the construction of many more new HTS’s which we 
make no attempt to list here. 
The class of HTS’s also arises as the exceptional case to the following 
very lovely characterization theorem of F. Buekenhout (see [5]). 
THEOREM 1.2. If f is a linear incidence structure of dimension at least 2 
such that every plane of r is an affine plane and if every line of r has at 
least 4 points then r is an affine space. 
In the proof of the above theorem Buekenhout shows without the 
assumption of at least 4 points per line of r that all lines of r have the same 
number of points. Hence, HTS’s are the only non-degenerate non-affine 
“locally afftne” geometries. (In the degenerate case of line size 2 if one 
defines an affine plane of order 2 to be 4 points with all the (i ) = 6 lines 
joining these points then the Steiner Quadruple Systems, other than the 
point-line incidence structures of the afftine geometries over GE;(2), are rank 
4 analogues of the HTS’s.) Furthermore, the following theorem, which is an 
immediate corollary to a result of U. Sasaki (see [20]), shows that the “local 
affineness” of a non-affme geometry cannot extend as far as dimension 3 so 
that HTS’s are the only geometries of this type. 
THEOREM 1.3. If r is a linear incidence structure of dimension at ieast 3 
such that every 3-space of r is an affine 3-space then r is an afJine space. 
We remark that HTS’s have arisen (sometimes in disguise) in several other 
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different areas: permutation groups (see [9]) which led Hall to his initial 
discovery, cubic forms (see [13]), differential geometry (see [12]), nets (see 
[2]), and vector spaces (see [ 2 1 I). 
In 1965 (see [lo]) M. Hall and R. H. Bruck realized that an HTS can be 
coordinatized by, and in fact is equivalent to, a non-associative commutative 
Moufang loop of exponent 3. (A Moufang loop is a quasigroup with an 
identity element satisfying the identity x[(vz) x] = (xJJ)(zx).) For detailed 
discussions of this equivalence see [16] and [24]. Briefly, for an STS with 
point set X, the loop based at e E X has the operation . defined by x a y = 
(e o x) o (e o y) for x,y E X, where a 0 b is the third point of the triple 
containing a and b and a a a = a. (All of the 1x1 loops so obtained are 
isomorphic.) 
Bruck had developed in [3] and [4] an extensive theory of loops which 
provides an excellent tool for analyzing the structure of HTS’s. His major 
theorem (Theorem 2.25) on the central nilpotence of finitely generated 
commutative Moufang loops yields as a corollary that the number of points 
of an HTS is 3”, where s > 4. The non-associative commutative Moufang 
loops with the simplest structure are those of central nilpotence class 2 and it 
is these on which we concentrate in this paper. A by-product of our analysis 
and constructions is a complete catalogue in [ 181 of the “small” (at most 36 
points) HTS’s. 
In Section 2 we give a detailed list of all the definitions and results from 
Bruck’s theory which we utilize in the succeeding sections. We have found 
that many combinatorialists who are interested in HTS’s as designs are not 
acquainted with loops and we hope that this section will provide a concise 
introduction to the subject. We also include some recent structure and 
characterization results of L. Beneteau (see [ 1 I), a restatement of Hall’s 
original result of [9] in the terminology of loops, our own representation 
theorem (Theorem 2.31), an easy extension of the first general construction 
of HTS’s using the equivalent loops which was done by H. P. Young in [24], 
and some results on the properties of the loops we construct. 
We completely determine in Section 3 the structure of finitely generated 
commutative Moufang exponent 3 loops of nilpotence class 2 in terms of the 
representation of the elements given in Theorem 2.31. This representation 
allows us to consider an element of such a loop G having d generators as an 
ordered (d + I)-tuple (in fact as a member of the set G’ x GE’(3)d, where G’ 
is the associator subloop of G) and consequently the actual construction of 
the loop, which is quite large, can be done very easily. 
In Section 4 we show that commutative Moufang exponent 3 loops of 
nilpotence class 2 can be “freely” constructed by merely endowing a set of 
ordered (d + l)-tuples (elements of A x GF(3)d, where A is an elementary 
abelian 3-group) with the product rule discovered in Section 3. And in 
Section 5 we use many specific instances of this general construction to 
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obtain many new HTS’s. In particular we construct HTS’s of a given 
cardinality with all possible “degrees of affineness,” a concept we make 
precise in due course. 
We conclude this section by mentioning some of the notation we shall 
employ. We write N for the set of natural numbers, Id for the set 
{ 1, 2, 3,..., d}, A\B for the complement of B in A, IA 1 for the cardinality of 
the finite set A, GF(q) for the finite field of 4 elements, and C, for the cyclic 
group of 3 elements. When we have a mapping Y : A --f B, we write for a E A 
aY for the image of a under !P and for S c A we write S’ for {a’ : a E S}. 
2. CONCEPTS AND FACTS FROM THE THEORY OF LOOPS AND 
SOME BASIC CONSTRUCTIONS 
In the first part of this section we present a list of the definitions and 
results about loops which we use in the remainder of the paper. All the 
results in this section, excepting those which are noted, are due to R. H. 
Bruck and can be found in [4]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An ordered pair (G, o), where G is a non-empty set and 
o is a binary operation on G, is a quasigroup iff for all a, b E G there exists a 
unique x E G such that a o x = b and there exists a unique y E G such that 
y 0 a = b. (G, O) is said to be commutative iff a 0 b = b 0 a for all a, b E G. 
When G is finite, 1 G 1 is called the order of (G, 0). 
We shall abbreviate (G, O) by G whenever it is convenient and there can 
be no ambiguity. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A quasigroup (G, .) is a loop iff there exists e E G such 
that e . a = a = a . e for all a E G. Such an element e is called an identity 
element of G and is unique since if e’ were also an identity element then 
e=e.e’=e’. 
We remark that for elements a and b of the loop (G, .) we shall often 
abbreviate the product a . b by ab when there can be no ambiguity. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The ordered pair (H, a) is a subloop of the loop (G, .) 
iff H Al G and ab E H for all a, b E H. Note that the intersection of subloops 
of a loop G is also a subloop of G. In the loop (G, .) for A & G, the subloop 
generated by A is denoted by (A) and defined to be the intersection of all 
subloops of G containing A. 
DEFINITION 2.4. The direct product of the loops (G, .> and (H, 0) is 
denoted by G@H and defined by GOH=(GXH,X), where (gi,hi)X 
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(g,, h,) = (g, . g,, h, o hJ. A mapping o : G + H is a homomorphism from 
the loop (G, .) into the loop (H, 0) iff (a + 6)” = a” 0 b” fDr all a, b E G. 
When such a homorphism (T is bijective u is called an isomorphism, G and H 
are said to be isomorphic, and we write GE H. 
Thus far everything has been completely analogous to a beginning 
treatment of group theory; but note that in the upcoming definition of 
normality some commutativity as well as some associativity is required in 
order to be able to define the quotient loop. 
DEFINITION 2.5. For a loop (G, .) and subsets A, B E G, we define the 
product set AB by AB = {ab : a E A and b E B}. In particular, we abbreviate 
{a} B by aB and A{b} by Ab. A subloop H of G is said to be normal in G 
and we write H 4 G iff for all x, y E G, Hx = xH, (Hx),y = H(xy), and 
y(xH) = (yx) H. When H 4 G we can define the quotient loop G/H by 
G/H = ({ Hy : y E G}, *), where (Hy) * (Hz) = H( yz). The canonical 
homomorphism g M Hg is called the quotient map. When G/H is finite we 
often write [G : H] for / G/HI. 
DEFINITION 2.6. For an element a of a loop (G, -) the unique elements 
a, and a, satisfying au, = e and a,a = e are called, respectively, the right 
inverse of a and the left inverse of a. If a, = a, (as happens when G is 
commutative) then we write a, = a, = a-‘, which is called the inverse of a. 
DEFINITION 2.7. In a loop G, a subset B of G is said to be a basis of G 
iff G = (B) and G # (B’) for all B’ $L B. We shall write P(G) for the 
collection of all bases of G. G is said to be finitely generated iff there is a 
finite basis of G. An element x E G is a non-generator of G iff 
({x} u 5’) = G implies that (S) = G. 
DEFINITION 2.8. A loop G is said to be power associative iff for each 
a E G, ({a}) is a group and diassociative iff for all a, b E G, ({a, b 1) is a 
group. In a power associative loop G, for each a E G we define a0 = e, 
an=aanpl forallnEN,anda~“=(a”))‘forallnENandtheorderofa 
is the smallest positive integer o(a) for which a’@) = e. For a prime number 
p E N, a power associative loop G # {e} is said to be a p-loop iff for each 
a E G\{e}, o(a) =p” for some m E N and is said to be an exponentp loop iff 
o(a) =p for all a E G\{e). We shall often abbreviate the term exponent p by 
exp-p. 
DEFINITION 2.9. The ussociator, (x, y, z), of the elements x, y, and z (in 
that order) of a loop G is the unique element of G satisfying [x(yz)] 
(x-y, z) = (X-V) z. To say that x, y, and z associate means that (x, y, z) = e. 
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The center of G is denoted by Z(G) and is defined by Z(G) = {z E G : 
(z, 4 Y> = (.? z, Y> = (x, Y, z> = e f or all x, y E G and xz = zx for all x E G}. 
It is immediate that Z(G) is a normal subloop of G. The loop G is a 
Moufung loop iff for all x,y, z E G, 
MYZ)l x = (XYW). w*) 
In the case that G is commutative this requirement can be written as 
x[x(Yz)l= (XYNXZ>. (-4 
Equation (A*) (and Eq. (-4) in the commutative case) is called the 
Moufang identity. We shall refer to Eq. (A) as the M-identity. Henceforth 
we shall often abbreviate the term Moufang loop by .A loop and the term 
commutative Moufang loop by C-A? loop. 
The most important property of “X loops is given in the following result, 
due to Ruth Moufang (see [ 14]), which is called Moufang’s Theorem. 
THEOREM 2.10. Every Jf loop is diassociative. 
DEFINITION 2.11. For subsets A, B, and C of a loop G we define 
(A, B, C) = ({(a, b, c) : a EA, b E B, and c E Cj). For the remainder of this 
definition we assume that G is a C-A loop. We define inductively the lower 
central series, G,, G, , G, ,..., of G by G,=G and Gi=(GiPl,G,G) for 
i E N. Notice that Gi s Gi-i. The subloop G, is called the associator 
subloop of G and is often denoted by G’. 
We note the following straightforward yet usefui result. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. If H is a normal subloop of the C--S? loop G then 
G/H is a group iff H 2 G’. 
DEFINITION 2.13. We again assume that G is a c-A loop. We define 
inductively the upper central series, Z,(G), Z,(G), Z,(G),..., of G by 
Z,(G) = {e} and for i E N, Z,(G) is the inverse image of Z(G/Z,-,(G)) 
under the quotient map Ci : G -+ G/Z,-,(G). Notice that Z,(G) = Z(G) and 
Zi(G) 2 Zip,(G). G is said to be lower centrally nilpotent iff for some i’, 
Gi, = {e}, and upper centrally nilpotent iff for some i”, Zi,,(G) = G. If G is 
lower centrally nilpotent then the lower nilpotence class of G is defined by 
nil(G) = minji’ : Gi, = {e}} and if G is upper centrally nilpotent then the 
upper nilpotence class of G is defined by nil(G) = min{i” : Zi,,(G) = G}. 
THEOREM 2.14. Assume that G is a C-M loop; then G is lower centrally 
nilpotertt with nil(G) = n iff G is upper centrally nilpotent with ml(G) = n. 
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In light of the preceding theorem we can make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.15. A c-J loop G is said to be centrally nilpotent iff G is 
lower centrally nilpotent. If G is centrally nilpotent then nil(G) is called the 
nilpotence class of G. 
Since we shall use the following result a great deal, we include its very 
straightforward proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.16. If G is a c-A loop with nil(G) = 2 then G’ is a 
group and moreover G’ s Z(G). 
ProoJ Since nil(G) = 2 we have {e) = G, = (G,, G, G) = (G’, G, G). 
Consequently, for all a E G’ and for all x, y E G, the associator (a, x, y) = e; 
and in particular this holds for all X, y E G’. Hence G’ I Z(G) and G’ is a 
group. (See part (ii) of Theorem 2.32.) I 
The following important theorem is due to Bruck but appears oniy in [3] 
and may have gone somewhat unnoticed. 
THEOREM 2.17. If G is a finite C-A? loop then o,(G) = { g E G : o(g) 
and 3 are relatively prime} is an abelian group, O,(G) = (g E G : o(g) = 3” 
for some m E N U (O)} is a C-M 3-loop, and G z D,(G) @ O,(G). 
In light of the above theorem we see that it is reasonable to restrict one’s 
attention to the study of c-,X 3-100~s. As we have remarked in Section 1, 
the C--L? loops which correspond to Hall Triple Systems have exponent 3. 
The next material, which culminates in Theorem 2.22, an analogue for c-J 
3-100~s of the Burnside Basis Theorem, was done by Beneteau in [ 1 ] but 
also appeared at least implicitly in Bruck’s work (see [3]). 
DEFINITION 2.18. For a c-d loop G, the Frattini subloop of G is 
denoted by @i(G) and defined by Q(G) = n{iM : M is a maximal proper 
subloop of G}. 
PROPOSITION 2.19. If G is a C-A? loop then Q(G) is normal in G and 
Q(G) = {x E G : x is a non-generator of G}. 
THEOREM 2.20. If G is a finitely generated c--X 3-100~ then Q(G) = 
G/C(G), where C(G) = (x3 : x E G} and G/@(G) is an elementary abelian 3- 
group. 
COROLLARY 2.21. If G is a finitely generated c-J/ exp-3 loop then 
Q(G) = G’ and G/G’ is an elementary abelian 3-group. 
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THEOREM 2.22. If G is a finitely generated c-4 3-100~ with Frattini 
quotient map C : G+ G/@(G) then B E/3(G) fl BC E /?(G/@(G)); 
furthermore, IB I= IBCI = log, 1 G/@(G)1 for all B E P(G). 
COROLLARY 2.23. If G is a finitely generated C-A? exp-3 loop with 
quotient map C : G + G/G’ then B E P(G) iff BC E&G/G’); furthermore, 
1 B I= log, I G/G’ j for all bases B E /3(G). 
DEFINITION 2.24. We denote the cardinality of a basis of a c-A 3-100~ 
G by d(G) and call this integer the dimension of G. 
The following result, called the Bruck-Slaby Theorem, is generally 
considered to be the most important result in the theory of loops. 
THEOREM 2.25. If G is a C-A loop generated by d elements then G is 
centrally nilpotent and if d > 2 then nil(G) < d - 1. 
Note that when G is a C-A 3-loop, Theorem 2.25 says that nil(G) < 
d(G) - 1 for d(G) > 2. 
COROLLARY 2.26. If G is a finitelv generated c-,X 3-100~ then for all 
i E ‘nil(G) 2 Gi 4 G and Gi- ,/G, is an elementary abelian 3-group, G is finite, 
and IG/ = IG’I /G/G’/. 
COROLLARY 2.27. If G is a finitely generated c-M 3-100~ then I G/ = 
3’(” for some s(G) f NV (0); furthermore, zj” G has exponent 3 then 
s(G) > d(G) with equality holding iff G is a group. 
We mention that J. Hall (see [S]) h as g iven a proof of the first statement 
of Corollary 2.27 for the case that G has exponent 3 which does not require 
Theorem 2.25. His proof does, however, require some results from group 
theory. 
The next result is due to Beneteau (see [ 11) and provides the upper bound 
in the subsequent theorem (the lower bound is a consequence of Bruck’s 
results Theorems 2.14 and 2.25). 
PROPOSITION 2.28. If G is a finitely generated non-associative c-M 
3-100~ then [G : Z(G)] > 3’. 
THEOREM 2.29. If G is a finitely generated c-~& 3-100~ with / G j = 3’(” 
then 3’ < /Z(G)1 < 3s(G)-3. 
We conclude this section with the results which so greatly facilitate the 
computations in c-M exp-3 loops. Since Theorem 2.31, though quite 
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elementary, appears here for the first time and is the basis for many of our 
results in Sections 3, 4, and 5 we include its proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.30. If G and H are finitely generated C-A? loops then 
G @ H is a C-A loop, Z(G OH) = Z(G) @ Z(H), (G OH)? = Gi 0 Hi for 
each i E N U {O}, and when G and H are finitely generated c-J/ 3-100~s 
d(G @ H) = d(G) + d(H). 
THEOREM 2.3 1. f G is a c-Lexp-3 loop with basis r = {y,, y2 ,..., yd} 
then each element y of G has a unique representation in the form y = 
g;[y~‘d)(y~!f;l)(a.e (y$2’yf”‘) . ..))I. where g; E G’ and y(i) E (0, 1, 2) for 
each iE Id. 
ProoJ By Corollary 2.23, {G’y,, G’y2,..., G’y,} is a basis of the 
elementary abelian 3-group G/G’. Hence, there exist y(I), y(2),..., y(d) E 
10, 1, 21 such that in G/G’, G’y = (G’yd)Y’d’ [(G’“u’~-,)~(~-‘) 
[. . . [(G’y2)J’(*) (G’yl)y(l)] . . . ] ] = G’[yz(d)(yzy; ‘)(. . (y;(‘)yf(‘)) . . .))I. In 
particular, there exists g;E G’ such that y = g;[y;‘“‘(y,“‘“; ‘) 
(.s. (y;‘“yj”“) . ..))I. A n d since / G1 = /G’ 1 . /G/G’ / by Corollary 2.26, the 
representation in this form is unique. I 
THEOREM 2.32. If G is a C-A? loop then the following identities hold in 
G: 
6) (x,x z) = (x, xv, z), 
(ii) (x, v, z) = (y, z, x) = 0, x, z)- ‘, 
(iii) (x”, y, z) = (x, y, z)” for each integer II, 
(iv) (x,-V, z)” = e. 
Furthermore, 
(v) (x, Y, z) E Z(({x, Y. z i)) for all x, Y, z E G. 
THEOREM 2.33. If G is a c-,X loop and w, x, y, z E G then 
(wx, Y, z) = [(w, Y, z>(x, Y, z,] [((w Y> z>, w, x)((x, Y> 21, x3 w>l. W 
Furthermore, if nil(G) = 2 then 
Equations (E) and (SE) are usually referred to as the expansion and 
simplified expansion laws, respectively. 
COROLLARY 2.34. If G is a c-M loop with nil(G) = 2 and if nr=, X’i> 
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n:= 1 Yj9 md n:=, Zk are any products (regardless of how they are 
bracketed) of the elements x,, x2 ,..., x,, yl, y2 ,..., y,, and z,, z2 ,..., zI, respec- 
tively, then (ni=l -xi, njzlyj, nLzl zk) = nIT=l JJ=l nL=l (Xi,Yi, zJ. 
We now give a brief summary of what has been known previously about 
the existence of HTS’s beginning with the following restatement of Hall’s 
original result of [9]. (Note that by Theorem 2.10 and Corollary 2.27 a non- 
associative c-M exp-3 loop G must satisfy /G 1 > 34.) 
THEOREM 2.35. There exists a C-A? exp-3 loop GB, such thai 
(i) lG,,l = 3”, 
(ii) d(G,,) = 3, 
(iii) G,, is non-associative, 
(iv) G8i is the unique C-A? exp-3 loop satisfying (ii) and (iii), 
(v) there exists a subloop of G,, which is isomorphic to the 
elementary abelian 3-group C: (in fact there are many such subloops). 
Note that by Corollaries 2.21, 2.23, and 2.26, 1 G;, 1 = 3, and by Theorem 
2.29, /Z(G,,)/ = 3. 
The first effort to construct other HTS’s explicitly was by Young in [24], 
where for each d E (3, 4, 5 ,... }, he obtained a C-M exp-3 loop, Y,, of 
nilpotence class 2 by taking Y, = G,, @ Cim3. These loops satisfy 1 Y,i = 
3d+1, d(Y,)=3+(d-3)=d, ]Y;]=3, and ~Z(Yd)I=3s3dp3=3dp2, 
which is as large as possible relative to 1 Y,l by Theorem 2.29. We generalize 
his construction as follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.36. For any m, EN and any m2 E (0) UN, Gr; @ C’f2, 
which we denote by R (m, , m,), is a c-J exp-3 loop of nilpotence class 2 
satisfying jR(m,, m,)l = 34m1tm2, lR(m,,m,)‘I = 3”‘, and IZ(R(m,, m,))l = 
3m1+mz 
Proof. By Proposition 2.30, R(m,, mJ is a C-M exp-3 loop and also 
ROT) 42 = (Gd2 0 cc,>* = 1 l e so that nil(R(m,, m,)) < 2. Next we see 
easily that lR(m,, m,)l = (34)“1 . 3”‘= 34m1+mz, iR(m,, m,)‘i = (3l)“’ . 
(3°)“2= 3”’ so since m, > I we have nil(R(m,, m2)) = 2, and 
IZ(R(m,, mJ)l= (3’)“’ . (3l)“* = 3m1+m2. 1 
In an STS two blocks are said to be parallel iff they are equal or they are 
disjoint and coplanar. A block is said to be central iff it satisfies transitivity 
of parallelism: two blocks both parallel to it are parallel to each other. In the 
STS’s which are the point-line incidence structures of the affine geometries 
AG(m, 3), all blocks are central. In fact, a block {e, x, e 0 x} of an STS is 
central iff x is in the center of the loop based at e. Consequently the size of 
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the center of a non-associative C-J exp-3 loop G yields in this way a 
measure of how much transitivity of parallelism is present in the 
corresponding HTS and is thus a reflection of how “close” the HTS is to 
being affine. For this reason, we are interested in constructing c-M exp-3 
loops, G, with / GI = 3” (where necessarily m > 4) and with ]Z(G)/ taking on 
each of the possible values 3l, 3*,..., 3mp3. 
For the following discussion please refer to Table I, in which the loops 
R(m,, m,) of Proposition 2.36 are denoted by m,, m2. Since [R(m,, m,) : 
Z(R(m,, m,))] = 33ml, we see that for roughly one third of all ordered pairs 
(3’, 3”) with m E (4, 5, 6,...} and z E Ime we have constructed a non- 
associative c-A exp-3 loop G (and hence an HTS) with /G I= 3”’ and 
lZ(G)I = 3”. That is, in Table I every third diagonal is filled in with some of 
the loops R(m, , m,) with the notable exception of some of the topmost 
entries of these diagonals. One of our main results of Section 5, namely, 
Theorem 5.12, will be the construction of a loop for each place in the table 
with the sole exception of the entry (3 ‘, 35) for which no such loop exists. 
Note that the loops R(2,O) and R(1,4) provide us with the first example 
of equicardinal non-isomorphic non-associative c-M exp-3 loops. There are 
also examples (see [ 161 or [ 191) f o non-isomorphic equicardinal c--X exp-3 
loops, G and H, of nilpotence class 2 with I G’ / = 1 H’ 1 and of non- 
isomorphic equicardinal C-A exp-3 loops, G and I?, of nilpotence class 2 
with IZ(G)/ = / Z(H)]. Note also that Yd = R(1, d - 3). 
2.0 
2,1 38 
153 232 3.1 
2.3 
2,4 
22 
1,7 
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We conclude this section by stating two results of L. Beneteau (see [ 1 j) on 
the characterization of C-A exp-3 loops having certain properties. 
THEOREM 2.37. For all d E {3,4, 5,...), Yd is the unique c--J exp-3 
loop, G, satisfying IGI = 3d+’ and /Z(G)1 = 3d-i. 
THEOREM 2.38. Y4 = R(l, 1) is the unique non-associative c--.L exp-3 
loop, G, satisfying 1 G/ = 35. 
3. THE BEHAVIOR OF THE PRODUCT IN FINITELY GENERATED 
c-d exp-3 LOOPS OF NILPOTENCE CLASS 2 
In this section we completely determine the product rule which any finitely 
generated C-M exp-3 loop of nilpotence class 2 must obey. For such a loop 
G we make this determination in terms of the unique representations of the 
elements of G of the form given in Theorem 2.31. That is, we fix a basis, r, 
ofeG and an ordering r= (yd, yd-, ,..., yz, yi) of r, where of course d = d(G), 
dimension of G. We then identify the element 
y = g$[y$d)(S.. (y~“‘)y~(‘)) . . .)I with the ordered (d + 1)tuple (gk, yiCd),..., 
Y;‘2’, ?‘;‘1’) E G’ x ({Yd}) x .*. x ({Ylj). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Given elements y = (g;, y;(d),..., y’;‘l’) and z= 
(g:, yyd),..., vt”‘) of a c-A exp-3 loop G of nilpotence class 2 and 
dimension d, we define the following special elements for t E I,: 
IIyq, = (e’, e ,..., e, y,Y”‘,..., yr’1’) 
and 
II,,, = (e’, e ,..., e, yfct’ ,..., yf”‘). 
Note that e’ denotes the identity element of G’ and that for i E I,, the 
identity element of ({ yi}) is written e. 
For t Ej,, f,,,(t) = Y(O + 44 and F,,;(t) = (e’, e ,..., e, yp,;“‘,..., yp.;“‘) 
and for t, t’, t” E I, with 1 < t < t’ < t” < d, Ay,r(t’, t) = y(t’) z(t) -u(t) z(t’) 
and .A<,,(t”, t’, t) = (y(t”) - z(P)) Ay,=(t’, t). Of course all the operations 
performed on these exponents are those of GF(3). 
We shall often be writing y = xi and z = xj, in which case we shall use the 
following abbreviations: nj,, and Hj,l for DY,, and Z7Z,1, respectively,fi.j for 
f,t,z, Fi,j for Fysi 3 Ai,j for Ay,z, and -4, j for A&<,~; and when there can be no 
ambiguity we shall simply write f(t) for f,,,(t), F(t) for FY,L(t), A(t’, t) for 
Ay,r(t’, t), and d(t”, t’, t) for A<,z(t”, t’, t). 
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We remark here that we shall come to think of A(t”, t’, t) as a “Moufang 
function” in the sense that it formally satisfies the A-identity. 
The following technical result is needed for the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.2. Ifx, = (g;, Y;T~(~),..., y;2(L’) and xl = (gi, $@I,..., y;““) are 
elements of the c-M exp-3 loop G which has nilpotence class 2 and 
dimension d then for all t E {3,4 ,..., d}, 
Proof. Note that since G’ is a group it is unnecessary to bracket 
products of associators. First we see that 
by diassociativity of ({ yI, II,,,- r }). 
so, 
0, 3 
Xl(f) 17 
2,t- 12 fll,JWf)~ =1,,- 1) fl2,t- 1) 
= (Yt 
x2(t), 17 
2,tp1, l7 l.I-lmPf’> =2.,-13 fl,,,-1) 
= (Yt X2(f)--X1(f)) 17, f~ 1) 17, f- 1 . . 1 
with the first equality following from Theorem 2.32 and the second equality 
following from (SE). 
We now obtain 
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where (SE) is used throughout, the first equality follows from Corollary 
2.34, the second equality follows from Theorem 2.32 and the diassociativity 
;f3;he ;bloops ({Y,, Y,I), and the fourth equality follows from Theorem 
. . 
DEFINITION 3.3. For a C-J@’ exp-3 loop G of nilpotence class 2 and 
dimension d having the basis r ordered as r= (Ye,..., y2, yi) we define 
X(G, f> to be the set 6’ x GF(3)d endowed with the binary operation * 
defined by 
where 
W, &4,...> x,(l)) * (6 3 x,(d),..., x,(l)) 
= (g; g;v(x,, xl), x2(d) + xl(d),..., x,(l) + x,(l))> 
1)(x2, Xl) = JJ (y,, yi, yj).x’J(t*i.j). 
l<j<i<t<d 
THEOREM 3.4. If G is a C-A exp-3 loop of nilpotence class 2 and 
dimension d having-basis T with an ordering r= (yd,..., yz, y,) then G is 
isomorphic fo X(G, r). 
ProoJ It suffices to show that the bijection I,Y: 
G + X(G, r> 
g;[y;‘“‘(-. (y;“‘y-;“‘) . ..)I w (g:, x(d),..., x(2), x(1)) 
given by Theorem 2.31 is a homomorphism. That is, we must show that 
given elements x; = (gi, x,(d) ,..., x,(l)) and xy = (g;, x,(d) ,..., x,(l)) of G”, 
we have x*x1 = [ gi g; v(x2, x,)] F(d). 
We make the following claim which we establish by induction on k: for all 
k E {3, 4 . . . . . d}. 
First we consider the case k = 3: 
n2,317,,3 = (Y;2’3’f12,2)4, = ~Y~:"3'~~,,*~,,3>l~Y~*~3~~ fl2,29fl1,3)* 
As 
y;*v72.,q,) = Y;2(3)l(Y;'(3)nl,*)n2,21 
= ,4'"'([Y~"3'(n,,2172,2)1(Y~1(3))17,.2~ 472.2)) 
= wy3'2 ff,,,, ~,,,>(~~~“‘[~~~‘“‘(~~,,~,,,)i)~ 
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with the last equality following from the fact that G’ c Z(G) since nil(G) = 2 
(see Proposition 2.16) we obtain that 
Finally, by Lemma 3.2 with t = 3, the diassociativity of ( {y3, J7,,2JJ2,2}), 
and the diassociativity of ({II,,,, ZIZ,.,}) c ((y,, yz}), we have 
as desired. 
Next we consider the value k with k E (4, 5,..., d} and assume that the 
claim has been established for the value k - 1. Exactly as in the case k = 3, 
we find that 
Again using Lemma 3.2 we obtain 
So by diassociativity of ({Y~,Z~~,~~~ZI,.~-,}), 
with the second equality following from the fact that G’ c Z(G). Thus the 
claim is established. 
582a/3612-2 
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Last, we see that x2x1 = (gP,,,)(gl, n,,,) = (gS gXf12,dfl,,d) since 
G’ SE Z(G) and by the above claim with k = d, we have 
again because G’ c Z(G). This completes the proof of the theorem. a 
Note that if G is a c-Mexp-3 loop of nilpotence class 2 and dimension d 
with ordered basis r= (yd,..., y2, yi) then by Theorem 2.32 and Corollary 
2.34 every associator of G is determined by the (i) “basic associators” of 
the form (y,, yi, yj), where 1 <j < i < t < d and in fact can be written in the 
form 
,,icc,,, (Yt, Yi, YjY(t’i’j)~ where Act, i,j) E {O. 1,2}. 
\ . 
Of course Theorem 3.4 says that with respect to the representation of 
Theorem 2.31 the product rule for G is very nearly a direct product rule, the 
only difference being a “twist” in the G/-coordinate which is completely 
determined by the “basic associators.” 
We conclude this section with the computation of an arbitrary associator 
in terms of the “basic associators.” 
COROLLARY 3.5. If G is a c-4’ exp-3 loop of nilpotence class 2 arid 
dimension d having basis r with an ordering r= (yd,..., yz, y,) and if xk = 
(gk, YXdk(d’,..., yf”“‘) for kE {l, 2, 3) then the associator (x),x2,x1) = 
rl[l<jci<t<d (Yt, Yi? yj)A(t’i’j), where A(4 i,j) = .x1(t) d,,,(U) -x2(t) 
d,,,kj) +x3(t) ~2,1(W 
Proof. Letting h(t) =x,(t) + x*(t) + x3(t) for t E I,, using the isomorphic 
loop (X(G, I;), *) of Theorem 3.4, and writing X for x”‘, we find that 
x3 * (q * X1) = (g; g; g: v(x,, x1) v(xJ, x,x,>, h(d),.... h(2), h(l)) 
and that 
(.c3 *n,) * z1 = (gjg;g;v(xj,xJ v(x+z,.~,), h(d),..., GLh(l)). 
If we write (x3, x2, xi) = nlqj<i<tcd (y,, yi, yj)A(f,i.j) then since G’ c Z(G), 
(x,, x1, x1) is the unique element of G’ satisfying v(x2, x,) v(x3, X,X,) 
(x3, x2, xi) = v(x, , x2) v(x3x2, x,); and this equality will hold provided that 
for all t, i, j E Id with 1 <j < i < t < d, 
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A routine computation shows that A(& i,j) =x,(t) d3,2(i,j) -x2(t) d,,,(i,j) + 
x,(t)d,,,(i,j), as stated. fl 
4. THE FREE CONSTRUCTION OF FINITELY GENERATED 
c-J exp-3 LOOPS OF NILPOTENCE CLASS 2 
We shall use our knowledge from Section 3 about the structure of c-J 
exp-3 loops of nilpotence class 2 and dimension d to construct many such 
loops. Heuristically speaking, we shall show that a set of (d + 1)tuples 
provided with the product rule of Definition 3.3 is in fact a loop with all the 
desired properties. 
DEFINITION 4.1. We write A * for the infinite elementary abelian 3-group 
@im_lc3=c3@c3@‘.. and we define for d E {3,4, 5,...} the set Td to be 
the Cartesian product of A * with d copies of GF(3); that is, T, = 
{(a*, cd,-, cl) : a* E A * and ci E GI7(3) for i E I,}. The identity element of 
A * is written e*, for each a E A * we write E = (a, O,..., 0), and we define 
A* = {a: a EA*}. For kE (0, 1,2] we define 
y: = (8, 0, 0 ,..., 0, 0, k), 
y:= (e*, 0,O ,..., 0, k, 0), 
and 
y: = (e*, k, 0 ,..., 0, 0, 0). 
We often abbreviate y! by yi and we have yp = 2 for all i E I,. Finally, for 
all iE Id, we let Hi= {yp, of, yt}. 
Please note that we have no loop at hand yet and that in the following 
definition (y,, yi, uj) is merely an ordered triple, not an associator. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let B={(yt,~i,l/j):t,i,jEId and l<j<i<t<d} 
and let V : B + A * be an arbitrary mapping satisfying the sole requirement 
that the image BY # {e*}. We shall always denote the image element 
(y,, yi, yj)” by [y,, yi, yj], which will be called the associator symbol of yr, yi, 
and yj. Once such a V is chosen we shall not be concerned with elements of 
A * which are not in the subgroup generated by B ‘, so we define A = (B “), 
A= {C:aEA}, and S,(v)= {(a,c d,..., c2, c,) : a E A and ci E GR’(3) for 
i E I,}. 
We shall define a binary operation ;i: on the set S,(V) in such a way that 
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(S,(V), *) is a c-A exp-3 loop of nilpotence class 2. We shall see that 
{Yd,..‘, yZ, yr} will be a basis of this loop and, further, that the (<) associator 
symbols will correspond to the (f) “basic associators” which generate the 
associator subloop of (S,(V), *); consequently x will be precisely the 
associator subloop. 
The noteworthy aspect of this result is that we obtain a loop with the 
desired properties (and a correspponding HTS) regardless of how the 
assignment V of values to the associator symbols is made. Furthermore, it is 
by choosing V appropriately that we gain control of some properties of the 
loop we construct, for example, the size of its center. 
We mention here that for the next higher case of nilpotence class 3 (see 
[ 171) there is a somewhat analogous result in which nowhere near complete 
freedom is allowed in the construction. 
Theorem 3.4 tells us how the operation * should be defined on S,(y). 
DEFINITION 4.3. Given elements x2 = (a*, x,(d),..., x2(2), x2( 1)) and x1 = 
(a,, Xl(d),..., x,(2), x,(l)) of S,(V) we define x2 * x, = (a,~,&, x,),./-(d) ,..., 
f(l)>, where 
p(x*, x1) = JJ [Yf, yi, yjy’Jf,iJ). 
lCj<i<f<d 
We recall that f(t) = x,(t) + xl(t) and note that we use multiplicative 
notation for the group A. 
Of course since each associator symbol [yf , yi, yj] E A we see that 
,u(x,, x,) E A and * is a well-defined binary operation on S,(V). We make 
immediate note of the following facts. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. x endowed with the operation */TxT (that is, * 
restricted to 2 x 2) is isomorphic to A; (H,, * IHrXH,) is isomorphic to C, for 
all r E Id; and letting 
H,.,, = {(e*, cd,-*, C2) Cl) E S,(v) : Ck = Ofir k E Id\{r, s}}: 
(Hr,s 1 * IH,.,XHJ is isomorphic to C, @ C, for all r, s E I, with 1 < s < r < d. 
ProoJ For u2, a, E A we write x2 = Ci, and x1 = E, and we find that 
x2(k) =x,(k) = 0 for all k ~1,; hence each J2,1(t, i,j) = 0 which implies 
that ,u(x2, x1) = e*. So, 6, * aI = u2ul and the bijection y~r : a E+ @ is the 
desired isomorphism. 
When x2 = ytzcr) and x, = yFICr) we have x,(k)=x,(k) =0 for all 
k E Id\(r) which implies that each d,,,(i,j) =x2(i) x,(j) -x2(j) xl(i) = 0 so 
that here too each &(t, i,j) = 0 and ,u(x~, x,) = e*. Hence yTZCr) * y:l(‘) = 
Yr xz(r)ixl(r) and the bijection wZ : $. w i is the desired isomorphism. 
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Similarly when x, and X, are elements of H,,, we have x,(k) =x,(k) = 0 
for all k E Id\{r, s} which implies that each dt,r(i,j) = 0 except possibly 
d,,,(r, s). But then each A*,r(t, r, s) = (x*(t) -xl(t)) A,, ,(r, s) = 0 since 
t E I,\{r, s} for all t > r. So again ,D(x~, x1) = e*, implying that x2 * x1 = 
(e*, 0 ,..., O,f(r), 0 ,..., OJ(s), 0 ,..., 0) and the bijection 
v3 : Hr,, - c, 0 c, 
(e*, 0 ,..., 0, x(r), 0 ,..., 0, x(s), 0 ,..., 0) tt (x(r), x(s)) 
is the desired isomorphism. 1 
The last part of the preceding proposition is part of the diassociativity of 
(S,(V), *) and cannot be extended to more than two coordinates. 
The following theorem, which we shall use in all our constructions of 
Section 5, is essentially the converse of Theorem 3.4 and is proved by the 
eight lemmas which succeed it. Throughout the proof we write as usual 
x, = (a,, xm(d),..., x,(l)) for m E { 1, 2, 3). 
THEOREM 4.5. (S,(V), *) is a c-Jexp-3 loop of nilpotence class 2 with 
basis {Ye,..., yl} in which the associator (y,, yi, yj) = [y,, yi, yj] and 
6 * [@f’ * (#f; l) * (. . . (y;“’ +c y;‘1’) . . .))] 
= (a, x(d), x(d - 1) ,..., x(2), x(1)). 
LEMMA 4.6. (S,(V), *) is commutative. 
ProoJ Since for all i E I,, x2(i) + xl(i) = xl(i) +x2(i) we have x1 * x2 = 
(a, wu(x, 2 x,Lf(44-(1)) and x2 * x1 = (a,a,.~(x,, x,),f(d) ,..., f(l)). 
Since A is commutative we need only verify that ,u(xr , x,) =,u(x*, x,). But 
this is immediate since for all values of t, i, and j, 
-4Jty id = (xl@> - xdt>>(xl(i) W> -x,(j) x2(i)) =4.lk 4.d. I 
LEMMA 4.7. (S,(V), *) is a quasigroup. 
Proof: By Lemma 4.6 it suffices to show that given x2, x3 E S,(V), there 
is a unique x1 E S,(V) satisfying x2. * x1 =x3. For each i E I,, xl(i) is 
uniquely determined by x1(i) + xl(i) =x3(i) in the additive group of G1;(3). 
Next with b = a2 nIGj<i<t<d [y,, yi, yj]X2.1(f.i,j), a, is uniquely determined 
by ba, = a3 since A is a group. u 
LEMMA 4.8. (S,(V), *) is a loop with identity element 2’ in which the 
inverse of the element x = (a, x(d) ,..., x( 1)) is given by x-l = (a - ‘, -x(d) ,..., 
-41 )I- 
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Proof Since each .&$(t, i,j) = 0 we have p(x,p) = e” and hence 
x*e*=xforanyxES,(T/). 
For all values of i and j, d,,x-‘(i, j) = x(i)(-x(j)) -x(j)(-x(i)) = 0. 
Hencep(x,x-‘)=e* andx*x-‘=e*. 
By Lemma 4.6 the proof is complete. fl 
LEMMA 4.9. (S,(V), *) has exponent 3. 
Proof: Since (S,(V), *) is commutative we need only verify that 
(x JF x) * x = F for all x E S,(V). For all t, i, and j, &.Jt, i, j) = 0 so that 
~(x, x) = e* and x * x = (a’, 2x(d) ,..., 2x(l)) = ((z-l, -x(d) ,..., -x(l)) =x-r. 
So by Lemma 4.8 the proof is complete. m 
LEMMA 4.10. (S,(V), *) is an -I loop. 
Proof. We verify the A-identity: x3 * [x3 * (x2 * x,)] = (x3 * x2) * 
(x3 * x1). From the definition of the operation * we find that 
x3 * [x3 * (x2 * 41 
= (~;‘~*~,Pl,, -q(d) +x2(d) t x,(d),..., -x3(1) +x2(1) t x,(l)) 
and 
(x3 * x2) * (x3 * Xl> 
= @,'~,~,Pu,, -q(d) t Xl(d) t x,(d),..., --Q(l) +x2(1) + Xl(l)), 
where ruL =~(x~,x~)~u(x~,x~ * x,),@,,x3 * (x2 * xl>> and PR =,4x3,4 
p(x3, x1) p(x3 * x2, x3 * x,). So it suffices to show that P, = pR. Now since 
[y,, yi, yj]-iJ) 
l<j<i<t<d 
where 
AL(t, i, j) = AX.,& i, j) + &),.X2tXl(ty kj) + ~3,XJ*~XZdf~ i,j) 
and 
it is sufficient to show that AL(tr i, j) = AR(t, i, j) for all values of t, i, and j. 
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A direct but not particularly enlightening computation shows that indeed 
and the proof is complete. 1 
We have seen in the above proof that the key to constructing a loop with 
the Moufang property is finding a function, J&(t, i,j), which itself satisfies 
the A-identity (viewed as a function of the subscripts). A similar result with 
more involved “Moufang functions” holds for nilpotence class 3 (see [ 171). 
LEMMA 4.11. For all t, i, j E Id with 1 ,< j < i < t < d, 
[Yt, Yi, Yjl. 
(y,, yi, yj) = 
ProoJ: For fixed t, i, and j we have 
yt = (e*, 0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,..., 0, 0, 0 ,..., 0, 0, 0 ,..., 0), 
yi = (e*, 0 ,..., 0, 0, 0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,..., 0, 0, 0 ,..., 0), 
yj = (e*, 0 ,..., 0, 0, 0 ,..., 0, 0, 0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,..., 0), 
and by Proposition 4.4 
yt * yi = (e*, 0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,..., 0, 0, 0 ,..., 0), 
and 
yi * yj = (e”, 0 ,..., 0, 0, O,..., 0, 1, 0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,..., 0). 
Now, ,.X Yt,Yi*Yj(t, i,j) = (1 - 0)(0 . 1 - 0 . 1) = 0 so that ,Qt, * yj> = e* and yi 
yt * (yi * yj) = (e*, 0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,,.., 0, I,0 ,..., 0, I,0 ,..., 0). On the other hand 
Ay,*.i,yj(t, i,j) = (1 - O)(l . 1 - 0 . 0) = 1 SO 
and (yt * YJ * ~j = ([Y,, yi, Yj], %-, 
that P(Y~ * Yi, 1’1) = [it, Yi, Yj] 
0, 1, 0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,... ,O, 1, 0 ,..., 0). So, since 
IU(Y~ * (Yi * Yj>, [Yt, Yi, yjl)=e*, we obtain 
(y,*Yi)*l/jSOthat(y,,Yi,Yj)=[Yt,Yi,YjI. fl 
bt * (Yi * Yj)I * [Yt, Yi, YjI = 
LEMMA 4.12. For all a E A, for all k E I,, and for all x(k) ,..., x(2), 
41) E GF(3), 
a * [y;(k) * op-1’ * (... (yy * y;(l)) . ..))I 
= (a, 0, . . . . 0, x(k), x(k - 1) ,..., x(2), x(1)). 
Proof: We first show that A& Z((S,( V), *)). Since we now know that 
(S,(V), *) is a C-J exp-3 loop, by Theorem 2.32 it suffices to show that 
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(a, x2, xl) = e* for all a E A and for all x,, x1 E S,(V). Now on one hand 
a * (x2 * Xl> = (~~,~,~u(~,, X,>P(@, x2 * Xl), X*(d) + x,(d),..., x*(l) + x,(l)) 
and on the other hand (a* x2) * x1 = (~a~a,,~(~,x,) ,D(&* x2,x1), x,(d) + 
X’(d),...., X*(l) + Xl(l)). s ince ,~(a; x2) = e* =,u(cZ, xz * xl) we see that 
,u(x,, x1) =,~(a * x2,x,) as well and hence ti * (x2 * x1) = (d * x2) * x1 and 
so (li,x2,x1)=e*. 
We prove the lemma by induction on k. For each k E Id, we let W, = 
(=j * [yi’“’ * (. . * (y;(2) * yy> se.)]. By Proposition 4.4 and the fact that 
CE Z((S,(V), *)), the conclusion is valid for k E { 1, 2). Now consider 
k E 1,\{ 1,2) and assume that the conclusion is valid for k - 1. Since 
(S,(V), *) is commutative and 5 is in its center we have 
w/( = (8 * y;‘“‘) * [y;‘“, ‘1 * (. . . op * yy) . . .)] 
= yp * W&l. 
So by induction 
W, = (ap(y;'"', wk-J, 0 ,..., 0, x(k), x(k - 1) ,... , x(2), x(l)), 
where W,-, = (a, 0 )...) 0, x(k - 1) )..., x(2),x(l)). Now J+I,+,& i,j) = 0 
for all values of t, i, and j and therefore &yitk), W,-,) = e* and the proof is 
complete. 
Note that when k = d we have W, = (a, x(d),..., x( 1)), which is part of the 
statement of Theorem 4.5. I 
LEMMA 4.13. The loop (S,(V), *) has (yd,..., y2, y1 } as a basis (and so 
has dimension d) and has nilpotence class 2. 
Proof. First, by definition of V there exist values t, i, and j with 
[Yt. YiJ Yjl f e*; so by Lemma 4.11, (y,, yi, yj)# ?. Hence (S,(V), *) is 
non-associative, that is, nil((,S,(V), *)) > 2. 
In the proof of Lemma 4.12 we showed that 2 c Z((S,( V), *)) so to prove 
that nil((Sd(Y), :k)) < 2 it suffices to show that the associator subloop 
(S,(V), *)’ z x. As 1 is itself a subloop of (S,(V), *) it suffices to prove 
that (w, y, z) E 2 for all w, y, z E S,(V). Given w, y, z E S,(V) we write 
w = (a,*, w(d) ,..., w(2), w(l)), y = ($,u(d>, . . . . y(2),Y(l)), and z = (a;, z(d),..., 
$9, z(l)). Since (S,(V, > * is a c-M loop we know by Theorem 2.10 that 
the subloop ({w * (y * z), (w * u) * z}) is associative and hence 
[w * (.!J * z)J * ([w * (y * z)J -’ * [(w e-v) * z]) 
= ([Iv *(JJ * z)] * [w * (y *z)] -1) * [(w *.v) *z] = (w *y) * z. 
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Therefore, (w,y, z) = (w x (y t z)]-’ * [(w * y) * zj. We have 
w * (y * z) = (awayazp(w,y * z)p(y, z), w(d) +J@) + z(d),..., w(l) 
+.!41) + 41)) 
so that by Lemma 4.8 
[w* (y*z)]-l=(a, ‘a,‘a-‘p(w,y * z)-‘pu(y,z)-‘, 
- w(d) -y(d) - z(d),..., -w( 1) - jJ( 1) - z( 1)). 
And since 
we see that 
(4 Y, 2) = cu(w, Y * z) - l Y(Y, z) - l Pu(W * Y, z> P1(W Y> 
.p([w* (y* z)]-1, (w*y)* z),O )...) 0)EA. 
To prove that (Ye,..., y2, rI} is a basis of (S,(V), *) we first note that by 
Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12 and the fact that (BY) = A, (yd,..., yz, yI } generates 
(S,(V), *). Now we consider for each i E Id the subloop H(i) = ({Ye,.,., 
Y,,YII\{Y~I) d h an s ow that yi 65 N(i). From the definition of the operation *, 
if x1 and x, are elements of (S,(V), x), which have a 0 in position i, then 
x2 * x, also has a 0 in position i; that is, if x, = (a,, x2(d),..., x2(i + l), 0, 
xz(i- 1) ,..., x1(l)) and xr= (a,,x,(d) ,..., x,(i+ l),O,x,(i- 1) ,..., x,(l)) then 
x2 * x* = (a,a,,@,, x,),x,(d) + x,(d),..., xz(i + 1) 
+ X’(i + I), O,x,(i- 1) + x,(i- 1) ,..., x2(1) i-x,(l)). 
Since every element of H(i) is a product of elements having a 0 in position i, 
each element of H(i) has a 0 in position i and so yi 6J N(i). 1 
We remark that in the proof of Lemma 4.13 we have shown that 
(S,(Y), *)’ = A. 
COROLLARY 4.14. If G is a c--Heexp-3 loop of nilpotence class 2 with 
. - basis r and an ordermg r= (yd ,..., y2, y, ) of r then G is isomorphic to 
(S,(V), *) for some choice of V. 
ProolJ: By Theorem 3.4, G is isomorphic to X(G, F). On the other hand, 
we consider A to be the elementary abelian 3-group X(G, r)’ and define V 
by (Y,, pi* Yj)” = ((Y<, Y~Y Yj)> O,..., 0). Since the function u of Theorem 3.4 and 
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the function ,LL of Theorem 4.5 are formally identical, we conclude by 
Theorem 4.5 that (S,(V), .) t is isomorphic to X(G, F) and hence isomorphic 
to G. I 
We conclude this section by remarking that the loop G,,, which 
corresponds to Marshall Hall’s original HTS, is easily constructed by taking 
d = 3, writing A = C, = {e *, h, h2}, and setting [yX, y2, yl] = h. Amazingly, 
this construction was first done by Zassenhaus in 1937 (see [2] or [ 111). 
5. THE CONSTRUCTION OF LOOPS WITH SPECIFIED PROPERTIES 
We begin by constructing finitely generated c-A exp-3 loops of 
nilpotence class 2 for all possible cardinalities of the associator subloop. 
THEOREM 5.1. If G is a c-d exp-3 loop of nilpotence class 2 and 
dimension d E {3,4, 5,...} then as an elementary abelian 3-group, G’ has 
dimension at least 1 and at most ($) and so 3 ’ < / G’ / < 3(f >. Conversely, 
for all d E (3, 4, 5,...} and f or all a E I( ; ), there exists a c--X exp-3 loop G 
of nilpotence class 2 and dimension d such that ( G’ ( = 3 a. 
ProoJ First assume that G is a c--l exp-3 loop of nilpotence class 2 
and dimension d E { 3,4, 5 ,... }. Fix a basis r of G and let T= (yd ,...? y2, rr) 
be an ordering of K By Corollary 3.5, G’ is generated by the set of (f) 
“basic associators,” {(y,, yi, yj) : t, i, j E I, and j < i < t }. As G is non- 
associative, (yt, yi, yj) # e for some t, i, and j so that G’ has dimension at 
least 1; and certainly G’ has dimension at most (f). 
Next assume that d E {3,4, 5,...} and a E I(;) are given. We use the 
construction of Theorem 4.5. We let A = @y=r C, be the elementary abelian 
3-group of dimension a with basis {h,, h2,..., h,} and identity element e*. 
Now we lexicographically order the set T = {(t, i,j) : t, i,j E I, and j < i < t) 
and use the unique order preserving map Y : T + I(; ) to define V as follows: 
IY~, Yiy Y~I = hct,i,jt Y if (t, i,j)Y E I, and [y,, yi, yj] = e* if (t, i,j)’ > a. By 
Theorem 4.5, (S,(V), *) is a C-M exp-3 loop of nilpotence class 2 and 
dimension d. Furthermore, its associator subloop is x SO that 
@(j(V), *)’ 1 = 3”. I 
Notice that when a = (t) in the above theorem we have constructed the 
free c-A exp3 loop of nilpotence class 2 and dimension d which we shall 
henceforth denote by F2,d. 
DEFINITION 5.2. A c-L exp-3 loop is said to be indecomposable iff it is 
not isomorphic to a direct product of two non-trivial c-J exp-3 loops. 
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The indecomposable loops are the basic building blocks for constructing 
new loops by forming direct products. Of course C, is the only indecom- 
posable C-A? exp-3 loop of nilpotence class 1. We shall see that the loops 
F2,d are indecomposable and after noting some properties of indecomposable 
loops we shall construct another infinite family of them. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. For all d E (3,4, 5,...], F2.d is indecomposable; also 
IF,.,1 = 3d+(t) and IF;,J = 3(t). 
Proof. it is immediate from Theorem 5.1 that 1F2,dl = 3d’ (:) and 
IF;,d1=3(3). 
Suppose that F,,, z H, @If,, where d(H,) = d, with 1 < d, Q d - 1. By 
Proposition 2.30, d(H,) = d - d, and also nil(H,), nil(H,) < 2. By Theorem 
5.1, ]Hi] < 3(d3’) and ]H;] < 3(d;d1 ) so that by Proposition 2.30, we would 
have d(Fiqd) = (2) + (“;“I) < (:), which is a contradiction. Hence, F,,, is 
indecomposable. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.4. If G is a c-M exp-3 loop of nilpotence class 2 and 
dimension d and if Z(G)\G’ # 0 then d > 4 and G z C, 0 H for some H. 
Proof. First we see by Theorem 2.10 that d > 3. Suppose that d = 3; in 
this case G z G,, = F,,,, a fact first proved by Hall in [9], which also 
follows easily from Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 4.5. By ‘Theorem 2.29, 
I Z(G,J = 3 so that Z(G,,) = G;, , which is a contrad.iction to our 
hypotheses. Hence, d > 4. 
Consider g E Z(G)\G’: by Proposition 2.19 and Theorem 2.20, g is not a 
non-generator of G so there exists a basis r of G with g E lI Letting 
r= (g,g d 1 ,..., g,, g,) be an ordering of r with g appearing first, we have by 
Theorem 3.4 that G EX(G, r>. We now use Theorem 4.5 as follows: with 
A” and T,-, defined as in Definition 4.1, we consider A” to have the 
elementary abelian 3-group G’ as a subgroup and define V by [y,, yi, yj] = 
(g,, gi, gj), the associator in 6. Now we let H = (S,- r( V), *) be the loop of 
Theorem 4.5 which can be constructed since g E Z(G) implies that 
(g,, gi, gj) # e for some t, i, j E I,-, with j < i < t. Consider the three-to-one 
mapping w’: 
X(6, f-j -+ H 
(h’, h(d), h(d - 1) ,..., h(1)) b (h’, h(d - 1) ,..., h(1)). 
We shall see that the bijection IJI: 
X(6, -?;> + C,@H 
h = (h’, h(d) ,..., h(1)) w (h(d), h”‘) 
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is an isomorphism. We temporarily use 0 for the operation of X(G, r), * for 
the operation of C, @ H, and x for the operation of H. Given elements h, = 
(hi, h,(d) ,..., h,(l)) and h, = (hi, h,(d) ,..., h,(l)) of X(G,f), h, o h, = 
(h;h;v(h,, h,), h,(d) + h,(d),..., h,(l) + h,(l)) but since g E Z(G), 
V(h,,h,)‘n,&j<i<t~d-, (gl,gi,gj)-Xz,‘ct’i’j). Thus 
(h, 0 h,)@ = (h,(d) + h,(d), (h;h;P(h:‘, w> h,(d - 1) 
+ h,(d - l),..., h,(l) + h,(l))) 
= (h*(d) + h,(d), h$’ x h?‘) 
= (h,(d), hf’) * (h,(d), h?‘) = hf * h?. I 
COROLLARY 5.5. If G is an indecomposable C-M exp-3 loop of 
nilpotence class 2 then Z(G) = G’ alzd [G : Z(G)] = 3d’G’. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.4, Z(G) & G’ and since nil(G) = 2, Z(G) = G’. 
And by Corollary 2.23, [G : Z(G)] = 1 Gl//G’/ = 3d’G’. 1 
Note that the loop G = G,, @G,, is not indecomposable yet satisfies 
Z(G) = G’ and [G : Z(G)] = 3d’G’. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. If G is a c-M exp-3 loop and IZ(G)/ = 3 then G is 
indecomposable. 
ProoJ If G were not indecomposable. say, G z H, @ H,, then Z(G) = 
Z W, > 0 WfJ and by Theorem 2.29, we would have lZ(G)I > 32. This 
would be contrary to our hypothesis and hence, G is indecomposable. 1 
In light of this last proposition, our goal will be to construct C-J? exp-3 
loops of nilpotence class 2 having center of cardinality 3. These will enable 
us to complete Table I of Section 2. We shall be concerned more generally 
with the construction of c-J exp-3 loops, G, of nilpotence class 2 satisfying 
G’ = Z(G). In using the construction of Theorem 4.5, necessarily 
A= (S,(V), *)’ c: Z((S,(V), *)) and we must choose V so that 
x = Z((S,(V), *)). The following lemma provides a complicated but useful 
arithmetic criterion for determining when V can be so chosen. The proof is 
not longer than the statement. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A *, A, B, V, 2, S,(V), and y,, y2 ,..., yd be exactly as 
they are defined in DeJinitions 4.1 and 4.2. Furthermore, let k = d(A) and 
write a typical element h E A as h = (h(k),..., h(2), h(1)). In particular, write 
the associator symbol [y,, yi, yj] = (q,,i,j(k),..., q,,i,j(l)). Since A = (B”), we 
may assume that a basis of A has been chosen so that for all e E I,, there 
exists at least one set of values t’, i’, j’ such that q,,,j,.jg(e)= 1 and 
q,S,iC,j,(f’) = Ofir t’ f 1. 
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Then A= Z((S,(V), *)) iff the following statement holds: if (x(d),..., x(2), 
x(l)) E {0, 1, 2jd satisfies the property thatfor all r, s E I, with s < r andfor 
all!EI,: 
d>m>r r>m>s 
(where multiplication, addition, and 
x(m) = 0 for all in E I,. 
ProoJ By Theorem 2.32 and Carl 
equality are taken modulo 3) then 
llary 2.34, an element x = (x’, x(d) ,..., 
iff for all r, s E I, with s < r, x( 1)) E sd( v) is in z((s,( Y), *)) 
(x, yr, r,) = CM. 7 Since by Lemma 4.12 x = x’ * (ys’d’ * (. .. (y;“’ * y;“‘) I)), 
we have that x E Z((S,(V), *)) iff for all r, s E Id with s < r, e* = 
r&l <It”’ , y,., y,) (by Corollary 2.34 and Proposition 2.16) iff for all r, 
s E Id with s < r, 
(by Lemma 4.11 and Theorems 2.32 and 2.10) iff for all r, s E I, with s < r, 
(0, L 0) = n (q,,,,,(k),..., q 
. .!utl>, (4,.r&L 4r.w( i 
. s>InTI,l (q,,s,m(kL 4wn( [ / 
iff for all r, s E Id with r < s and for all C E I,, 
1)) 2X(rnb 
I 
1)) 
x(m) 
I 
And on the other hand, an element x = (x’, x(d),..., x(l)) E S,(V) is in 
A= (S,(V), *)’ iff x(m) = 0 for all m E I,. 1 
THEOREM 5.8. For all d E {3} U { 5,6, 7,...}, there exists a c-A exp-3 
loop of nilpotence class 2, R,, such that d(R,)=d, JR,1 = 3dt1, and 
Iz(R,)l = 3. 
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Proof: We shall construct R, by means of Theorem 4.5. Necessarily, we 
shall have A = C,. If we can choose the mapping V: B + A so that the 
arithmetic condition of Lemma 5.7 is satisfied then R, = (S,(V), *) will 
satisfy d(R,) = d, IR,l = 3df1, and iZ(R,)i = IRLj = IA I = 3. 
In the notation of Lemma 5.7 we shall abbreviate q,,i,j(l) by q(t, i:j). The 
following lemma will give us a set of values q(t, i,j) which allows us to 
complete the proof of this theorem by choosing V to satisfy [yi, yi, JJj] = 
q(t, id. I 
LEMMA 5.9. For all d E {3} U (5, 6, 7,...}, there exists a mapping V: 
such that if 
S x(m)q(m,r,s)+ 2 \‘ x(m)q(r,m,s) 
d>m>r r.>m>s 
+ x x(m) q(r, s, m) = 0 (r, s) 
S>rn>l 
for all r, s E Id with s < r then x(m) = 0 for all m E Id. 
ProoJ We first indicate the verification that the conclusion is valid for 
d=3. 1=3, d=3. 1+2=5, and d=3.2+1=7. We shall then show 
by induction on u that the conclusion is valid for d = 3 * u with u > 2, 
d=3.u+2withu>2,andd=3.u+lwithu>3. 
For d = 3 let q(3,2, 1) = 1; then equations (3,2), (3, l), and (2, I), respec- 
tively, imply that x(l) = 0, x(2) = 0, and x(3) = 0. 
For d=5 let q(5,4, 3)=q(3, 2, l)= 1 and q(5,4, 2)=q(5,4, 1)= 
q(5, 3,2) = q(5, 3, 1) = q(4, 3, 2) = q(4, 3, 1) = 0; then equations (5,4), 
(5,3), (4,3), (3, 11, and (3, 2) imply that x(m) = 0 for all m E I,. 
For d= 7 let q(7,6, 5) = q(7,4,3) = q(3, 2, 1) = 1 and q(7,6,4) = 
q(7,6, 3) = q(7, 6,2) = q(7,6, 1) = q(7, 5,4) = q(7, 5, 3) = q(7, 5, 2) = 
q(7,5, 1) = q(6,5,4) = q(6,5,3) = q(6,5,2) = q(6,5, 1) = q(7,3,2) = 
q(7, 3, 1) = 0; then equations (7,6), (7, 5), (6, S), (7, 3), (3, 2), (3, l), and 
(2, 1) imply that x(m) = 0 for all m E I,. 
Now we proceed with the induction by assuming any of the following: 
d=3 .u with u>2, d=3 .u+2 with ~22, or d=3.u+ 1 with u>3; 
and that the conclusion of the lemma is valid for 3 . (U - l), 3 . (U - 1) + 2, 
and 3. (u--l)+ 1. 
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We begin by letting q(d, d - 1, d - 2) = 1 and q(d, d - 1,j) = 
q(d, d - 2,j) = q(d - 1, d - 2,j) = 0 for all j E Id-j. In equation (d, d - 1) 
we have O=Cd-l>mal x(m) q(d, d - 1, m) = x(d - 2), in equation 
(d,d- 2) we have 0=2x(d- l)q(d,d- 1,d-2)+&z>m>lx(m) 
q(d, d - 2, m) = 2x(d - l), which implies that 0 = x(d - l), and in equation 
(d-l,d-2)wehaveO=x(d)q(d,d-1,d-2)+C,_,,,,,x(m)q(d-lI; 
d - 2, m) = x(d). We now consider the subset of our set of ($) equations 
having labels (Y, s) with r, s E I,-, and s < r: 
+ s x(m)q(r,s, m)=O. 
S>rn,l 
Since x(d) = x(d - 1) = x(d - 2) = 0, these ( d;3 ) equations simplify to 
o”, s> 1 x(m) q(m, r, $1 + 2 x x(m) s(r, m, s) 
d-3>m>r r>m>s 
+ C x(m) q(r, s, m)= 0. 
S>Z>l 
And by induction there is a set of values for {q(t, i,j) : t, i, j E I,-, and 
j < i < t) which forces x(m) = 0 for all m E I,-, . To be specific we let 
q(t, i, j) = 0 for t E {d, d - 1, d - 2) and i, j E Idp3 with j < i. This completes 
the proof. I 
The next result is originally due to Beneteau (see Theorem 2.38) but we 
give here a new proof which may yield additional insight into the matter. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. There does not exist a c--X exp-3 loop, G, of 
nilpotence class 2 satisfying / Gl = 35 and /Z(G)1 = 3. 
Proof. As we have mentioned in the proof of Proposition 5.4, G,, is the 
unique C-J exp-3 loop of nilpotence class 2 and dimension 3. Hence, if 
such a G as in the statement of this proposition were to exist it would have 
to satisfy d(G) > 4, and in fact d(G) = 4 by Corollary 2.27. Therefore, by 
Corollary 4.14 and Lemma 5.7, such a G exists iff there exist a mapping V: 
B + c, 
(yt, yi, ri> k+ q(t, id 
such that the ( “, ) = 6 equations below imply that x(m) = 0 for all m E I,. 
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(r, s) equation 
(25 1) .x(4) q(4 2, 1) + x(3) q(3,2, 1) =o 
(3, 1) x(4) q(4, 3, 1) + 2-q) q(3,2, 1) = 0 
(3,2) x(4) q(4,3,2) +x(l)q(3,2, l)=O 
(4, 1) 2x(3) q(4, 3, 1) + 242) q(42, 1) 0 
(4,2) 2x(3) q(4 3,2) l tx(l)q(4,2, l)=O 
(493) x(2) q(4, 3: 2) +x(l) q(4, 3, 1) = 0 
Writing q(4, 3, 2) = a, q(4, 3, 1) = ,& q(4, 2, 1) = y, and q(3, 2, 1) = 6, we 
see that to prove that no such G exists it suffices to show that for any choice 
of a, ,!?, y, and 6 the matrix 
M= 
has rank (over GF(3)) less than 4. By considering the three cases a = 0 and 
/I = 0, a = 0 and p # 0, and a # 0 one finds easily that M can in fact always 
be reduced by elementary row operations to a matrix having GF(3)-rank less 
than 4. 4 
Given the negative result of Proposition 5.10, we are now able to obtain 
the next best thing in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.11. There exists an indecomposable c-A exp-3 loop, K, of 
nilpotence class 2 satisfying d(K) = 4, /K 1 = 3 6, and / Z(K)1 = 3 2. 
ProoJ We shall construct K by means of Theorem 4.5. Since necessarily 
K’ and Z(K) will coincide (by Corollary 5.5), we shall have A = C, @ C,. If 
we can choose the mapping V : B -+A so that the arithmetic condition of 
Lemma 5.7 is satisfied then K = (S,(V), *) will have the desired properties. 
Of the 2 . (i) = 12 equations we need only consider the following: 
Cr. s)f 
(3,2), 
(4,2), 
(4>3), 
(4.3)* 
equation 
x(4) 44,3,*(l) +xV)q,,2,,U)=O 
2~~3) 94.,.2u) + 41) q4.2,1(1) = 0 
42) %,3,2(l) + 41) %.3,1(l) = 0 
x(2) %,3,2(2) + x(l)q4,3,,(2) = 0 
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Let q4,3,2U) = q4,3,1(2) = 1 and q4,3,2(2) = 0. From equation (4, 3)2, 
x(1) = 0; from equation (4,3), , x(2) = 0; from equation (4.2), , x(3) = 0; 
and from equation (3.2),, x(4) = 0. To be specific let all other 
clf3i,jte) = O- I 
We remark that this technique can be used to construct many other 
indecomposable loops with center of cardinality larger than 3 and that this 
will be an important part of extending the catalogue of “small” HTS’s 
beyond what is done in [ 181. The main result of [ 181 is that Y,, R 5, and K 
are the only non-associative C-A exp-3 loops of cardinality 36. In 
particular, there are no such loops of nilpotence class larger than 2. 
We can now make good our promise of completing Table I of Section 2. 
THEOREM 5.12. Given any ordered pair (3’, 3”) # (3’, 35) with 
m E (4,5,6 ,... } and zEI,,-,, there exists a C-A exp-3 loop, G:,,,, of 
nilpotence class 2 satisfying 1 G,,,I = 3” and IZ(G,.,)l = 3’. 
Prooj If zfm-4 let G,,,n=R,-,@ C;-‘, where RmmZ is the loop 
constructed in Theorem 5.8. Certainly nil(G,,,) = 2, / G,?,J = 3+‘+’ . 
3’-’ = 3”, and lZ(G,,,)/ = 3 . 3’-’ = 3’. In this case d(G,,,) = (m - z) + 
(z- l)=m- 1 and /G;,,]=3. 
If z = m - 4 let G,,, = K @ Cg-‘, where K is the loop constructed in 
Theorem 5.11. We have nil(G,,,)= 2, ]GZ,ml = 36 . 3zP2 = 3z+4 = 3”, and 
IZ(G,,,)l = 32 . 3’-* = 3’. In this case 
m-2 and ]G;,,/=32. 1 
d(G,,,) = 4 + (z - 2) = z + 2 = 
We remark that many other infinite families of loops can be constructed 
as well: for example, {K 0 R, @ C;” : mEN], {K@R,@R,@C~:mEN}, 
etc. 
We conclude with the construction of a “locally finite” infinite c--d exp-3 
loop of nilpotence class 2 with center of cardinality 3 which therefore cannot 
be an infinite direct product of finite loops. 
DEFINITION 5.13. Let A = C,, T, = {(a, c,, c2, c3 ,... 2: a EA and 
ci E G1;(3) for each i E N}, 5 = (a, 0, 0,O ,... )fir each a E A, A = {E : a E A }, 
and S,= {(a,c,,c,,c,,...)ET,: {i:ci#O} is a finite set}. For 
kE {0, 1,2) we define 
Y: = (0, k 0, 0, CL..), 
Y; = (f-40, k 0, O,...), 
Y: = (0, 0, 0, k, O,...), 
582a/36/2-3 
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Again we abbreviate y! by yi and we note that yp = 0 for all i E N. We define 
the associator symbols to be elements of A as follows: for all u E N, let 
b3u, Y3u-19 Y3u-*I = L and for all other positive integer values of t, i, and j 
with t > i > j, let [y,, yi, yj] = 0. Given elements x,, x, E S, with 
x2 = (uz, x2(1), x,(2) ,...) and xi = (a,, x,(l), x,(2) ,... ), we define 
x2 * Xl = (a2 + a, + P($, x1), x,(l) +x,(l), x2(2) + Xl(2>,...>, 
where 4x2,x,) = Cl<j<i<t -&,(t, i,j)[r,, yi, yj]. Note that this is the exact 
analogue of the operation defined in Definition 4.3; we are merely writing 
the operation of A additively here since we know.that A = C,. Note also that 
by the “local finiteness” of S,, ,u&, xi) is a finite sum. Lastly, for u E N 
we define J, = {(a, cl, c, ,...) E S, : ci = 0 for all i > 3uJ. 
PROPOSITION 5.14. (S,, *) is an infinite c-A exp3 loop of nilpotence 
class 2 satisfying Z((S,, *)) =A so that iZ((S,, *))I = 3. 
Proof. We refer to the proof of Lemma 5.9 (in particular the case 
d = 3 . U) and note the key fact that the associator symbols [y,, yi, yj] of 
(S,, a) have been defined so that for all u E N, (J,, *) is isomorphic to the 
loop R,., of Theorem 5.8. An isomorphism is E 
(J,, *> + R,., 
(a, c, f C2Y.T cj.u, 0, 0 ,... > t- (a, cj .U, .. . . c2, Cl). 
Since every finite set of elements of (S, , *) is contained in some J,, it is 
immediate that (S,, *) is a C-J exp-3 loop with (S,, *)’ = 2. 
Since for all u E N, Z((J, *)) = 2, we have Z((S,, *)) GA; and by 
definition of the operation *, A & Z((S,, *)). Hence, (S,, *) has nilpotence 
class 2 and 1 Z((S,, s))] = 3. fl 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have seen that HTS’s are quite abundant. It would be of great interest 
to find other rank 4 PMD’s and of even greater interest to find new PMD’s 
of higher rank. 
A natural place to begin is the possibility of a Steiner Triple System in 
which all planes have 13 points. (As an immediate consequence of the 
Veblen-Young axioms for projective spaces given in [22], a Steiner Triple 
System in which all planes are 7-point projective planes is a projective space 
and so must be isomorphic to the point-line incidence structure of a 
projective geometry over G&‘(2).) The necessary conditions for the 
parameters of a PMD given in [23] say that the number u of points in a rank 
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4 PMD with 3-point lines and 13-point planes must satisfy ~1 E 3, 13, 133, 
183, 273, or 313 (mod 390) so that the smallest possibility is u = 133. 
However, we caution that the same considerations applied to the case of 
HTS’s yield only the requirement that z, = 3, 9, 27, 57, 75, 81, 99, or 129 
(mod 144), whereas we know that the only real possibilities are u = 3”. 
Another attempt was made by M. Dehon in [6] to find rank 4 PMD’s 
with 3-point lines satisfying an additional regularity condition. Some 
stronger necessary conditions were derived for such designs but no non- 
classical examples were produced. 
The situation for PMD’s of rank 5 or more appears to be equally difficult. 
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